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Cloth Diapering With Charlie Banana

I'll start by saying I was the mom that said "I will never use cloth diapers".  I didn't understand how
anyone could possibly want to wash their diapers. On most days there are at least 5 loads of

laundry waiting to be done - so why add another load? I could go on & on about why I thought cloth
diapers were not for me. But...

I had just made my New Year's resolution to make my house "greener", when I got an email from
someone I was working with, asking if I would try Charlie Banana reusable diapers. 

So, I thought about it. I really thought hard, because I wouldn't want to write about something I
didn't truly want to use in our house. I decided to give them a try. I know how much better they are
for babies & the environment (read more about that on the Charlie Banana site by clicking here). I

just thought it was going to be a lot of work & really messy. 
And...

I love them. They really are so much easier to use then I would have ever imagined. We don't use
them 100% of the time, like my other "green goals" I'm easing into it. 

A few things I think are awesome about Charlie Banana reusable diapers:
- The liners: they are super absorbent & easy to clean.

- The one size diaper. These diapers literally grow with your kids. Alex is 21lbs & Maggie is 33 lbs &
they fit both of them. This same size would fit a much smaller baby too. 

- They are super soft. This is nice for any age, but it was really helpful when potty training Maggie.
Once she ditched diapers & started wearing underwear, she wasn't keen on putting one on at night

(but needed on). She was fine with putting on a Charlie Banana diaper because it felt soft like
underwear. 

- The option of the disposable pad. I will admit, one reason I was very anti-cloth diaper was the
thought of carrying around a dirty diaper after changing Alex, while we were out & about. The

disposable liners are great. If we are heading out of the house, I just use one of the liners instead &
can throw it away if she needs to be changed while we are out. 
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There is more info on the Charlie Banana website, but here is their basic diagram on how the two
different types of inserts work:

Another Charlie Banana favorite: the reusable swim diaper that doubles as training pants. If you
spot these in Target, don't be fooled by how thin they are: these babies are super absorbent! We
use these instead of pull ups & Maggie still goes down to nap with a giant cup of milk (I know it's

not the best habit). 

For the pool, they cost less then a pack of disposable swim diapers & work so much better. I've also
tried a lot of reusable swim diapers & never had them "hold it all in" like these. 

Am I a total convert? No. Do we use these a lot of the time? Yes. 
If I have a 3rd, I think I will use them even more now that I'm getting the hang of it. 

If you know me well, you know this was a big step. 
I buy our Charlie Banana at Target, but they are also available from Diapers.com, Amazon, Babies R

Us & on their website. 
You can enter to win a Charlie Banana reusable diaper & a reusable swim diaper in our Earth

Conscious Giveaway here. 

I was not compensated for this post. I did receive product to review from Charlie Banana. As
always, all opinions are my own. 
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Labels: Monday

Prizes (in order pictured): 
1. lil'fut: 1 pair of Toddler Moccasins in the color & size your choice

2. Little Green Pouch: 4 pack of pouches, brush & funnel
3. Charlie Banana: 1 reusable diaper & 1 reusable swim diaper 

4. Dolphin Organics: SPF 32 or SPF 50 sunscreen
5. Green Toys:  Build a Bouquet toy

6. Green Kid Crafts: 1 month subscription
7. Gnarly Whale: 3 lip balm pack

8. Conscious Box: 3 month subscription
9. Orange & Coco: personalized pacifier holder 

10. Little Nugget Noggins: $10 shop credit 
11. Anne Riggs Designs: Roll of reusable paper towels 

12. Under the Nile: Organic hooded towel & frog wash cloth set 

Good luck & happy "green" week!
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